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In a nutshell: Breakthrough Technologies

▶ Copying DNA:
▶ Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

▶ Sequencing DNA:
▶ Sanger Sequencing [AKA 1st generation sequencing]
▶ Next/2nd-generation sequencing (NGS) [AKA Massive parallel sequencing]
▶ 3rd-generation [AKA long-read sequencing]
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In a nutshell: Breakthrough Technologies

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
▶ used to copy DNA
▶ Invented by Kary Mullis (Nobel prize 1993)
▶ Input: a DNA "template" t to copy, primers,

polymerase, bases A,C,G,T ,

Process: n "cycles" (see right)

Output: roughly 2n copies of t

Per cycle there are 3 phases:

1 Denaturate: 94-98 ◦C for 20–30 s
2 Anneal: 50-65 ◦C for 20–40 s
3 Extension: 75-80 ◦C

fig taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymerase_chain_reaction 3 / 8
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In a nutshell: Breakthrough Technologies

Sanger Sequencing

▶ used to read "small ( 500bp)" DNA sequences
▶ Invented by Fredrick Sanger and coworkers, 1977

(Nobel prize 1980)
▶ Input: copies of DNA split into 4 test tubes that contains

primers, polmerase, bases, "modified bases A,C,T ,G"

Each tube contains all bases and ONE "modified base"
I ∈ {A,C,G,T}
Process (Basic Idea): "modified base" I ensures that
when added during reading process of one DNA-copy,
the reading process stops.

Having multiple copies and the four tubes, this ensures,
that (with high probability) the tupe I contains all single
strands that end with I.

gel electrophoresis: reads are negative charged and
small reads get "closer" to positive pol (proportional to
their length)

Output: the read of the input DNA

fig taken from https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmicb.2021.766364/full
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In a nutshell: Breakthrough Technologies

Next-generation sequencing (NGS)
▶ used to read multiple "small ( 500bp)" DNA

sequences

▶ Several methods exits, one is the "Illumina
sequencing process":

Input: copies of multiple DNA (fragments)
placed on a slide, bases, terminators,
polymerase, ..

Process (Basic Idea): when bases with
terminators bind, no further base can be
added.

terminators are engineered to glow a
particular color (A,C,G,T )
→ take photo

after taking photo, terminators are removed
and process is repeated.

Output: the read of the multiple input DNAs
(photos of each cycle)

Key feature:
massively parallel, photograph captures all templates simultaneously (billions of DNA templates on a slide)

figs taken from Ben Langmead "ADS1: Sequencing by Synthesis" (youtube)
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In a nutshell: Breakthrough Technologies

▶ Copying DNA:
▶ Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

▶ Sequencing DNA:
▶ Sanger Sequencing [AKA 1st generation sequencing]
▶ Next/2nd-generation sequencing (NGS) [AKA Massive parallel sequencing]
▶ 3rd-generation [AKA long-read sequencing]

(currently under active development*, can read more than 10000 bp)

To recall, humanDNA 3.2 × 109bp, Carsonella ruddii DNA 159 662bp
Observation: Whole genomes cannot be read at once.

*Marx, V. Method of the year: long-read sequencing. Nat Methods 20, 6–11 (2023).
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Shotgun Sequencing

Observation:

Sequencers cannot read whole genomes at once.

Idea_1: randomly break-up long DNA into multiple pieces
(e.g. with ultrasound)

and sequence them

However: if we just use a single DNA strand, well ..

Idea_2: Produce multiple copies of DNA first and then apply Idea_1

=⇒ results in overlapping reads

=⇒ assemply (here smart computational methods are needed!)

TGCAT
GTTAG

CATT
AGGCT

AAA

GGC

?????
?????

????
?????

???

???

CATTTGCATGTTAGAGGCTAAAGGC

TGCATGTTAGCATTAGGCTAAAGGC
GGCGTTAGTGCATAGGCTCATTAAA ?

unknown DNA

break-up into random 
small pieces

?????????????????????????

sequence 
small pieces

assembly
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